CFP gave indefinite results (Table) . Observers experienced uncertainty and disagreement among themselves. There were no clear differences in classification between the groups of individuals (CF, parents, or control) . No individual was consistently classified by all observers on all occasions. The maximum number of positive classifications for an individual was for a parent who was scored positive 13 times out of 15. There were considerable differences between the five observers, and only one scored positives on CF and parents significantly (p<O·05) more often than on controls. The use of filters did not improve classification.
Any diagnostic method based on testing for CFP will carry its own limitations owing to the reported appearance of a faint CFP band in normal sera" and its apparent absence in known cases of CF. 2 Any method should be efficient at least within these constraints, and the IEF procedure clearly does not achieve this. Combination with immunochemical methods has been attempted" and may prove successful. Meanwhile the diagnostic efficiency of the present method is too low to justify its use in routine laboratory practice.
Detection of CF protein in serum. Classification of IEF patterns read by five observers
The Table gives the number of IEF patterns (and their percentage equivalents) read as CFP (+), doubtful (d) or normal (-).
Materials and methods
Detection of a cystic fibrosis protein (CFP) has been used in the diagnosis of the disease, and in 1973 Wilson, Jahn, and Fonseca-described a test using isoelectric focusing (IEF) to separate and identify the CFP band. The controversies that have surrounded their work-3 prompted us to examine the method and to test its results for ease of interpretation and correctness of diagnosis.
Results
A stepwise evaluation confirmed the conditions of the method of Wilson et al. 4 Its individual steps are insensitive to small variations, the resulting patterns This work was supported, as research project 144, are reproducible and, on direct comparison, have a by the Cystic Fibrosis Research Trust. We also resolution similar to those produced by Dr Wilson. thank Drs JB Burke, CL Newman and DGH Stone
The diagnostic value of the patterns, however, (Royal Berkshire Hospital) and Dr TF Mackintosh was low; searching of the plates for the presence of (Basingstoke District Hospital) for their help; the 442
Blood from nine patients with cystic fibrosis (CF), 12 parents, and 10 members of staff acting as controls was collected and treated in the prescribed way.4 IEF was carried out according to the definitive method of Wilson, Arnaud, and Fudenbergf with two changes (GB Wilson, personal communication), 37W constant power, and a reduction in the methanol content of the staining solution to 25% v]v, Small stepwise variations around the specified conditions were then made to test the validity of the method. The results obtained by its use were evaluated in six gel plates, three 20-sample and three 21-sample runs, containing the CF, heterozygote, and control sera in a Latin Square arrangement which eliminated observer bias and removed spatial effects (details are available from RNC). After IEF the stained patterns were inspected by five trained observers (one of whom had carried out the experiment) over an x-ray viewer, directly and through a yellow and through a red filter. They recorded their finding of CFP as positive, doubtful, or negative. patients and their families for their informed and willing cooperation; Miss VM Bayliss, Mrs VJ Curnow and Mr B Dowding for reading the plates; and the Berkshire Area Health Authority for a scholarship enabling one of us (MFV) to visit Dr GB Wilson's laboratory.
